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POST-TRAUMATIC SLAVERY DISORDER:

THE BLACK MAN’S ATTRACTION FOR
WHITE WOMEN - LOVE, LUST OR A
LEGACY OF SELF-HATRED?
By Umar R. Abdullah-Johnson,
Nationally Certified School
Psychologist,
President of National
Movement to Save Black Boys
(NMSBB) & Kinsman to
Frederick Douglass
In 1967 a white man in Virginia, named
Loving, sued the state of Virginia for the right
to marry a Black woman. Since the U.S.
Supreme
Court
struck
down
antimiscegenation laws nationwide, in the
aftermath of the Civil Rights & Voting Rights
Acts, Black men, in the United States, have
married outside of their race more than the men
of all other races combined. To what do we owe
this unique attraction that the male descendants of ex-slaves have for women with whom
had they been caught 75 years ago would have resulted in instant lynching? Asked
another way, why do Black men choose not to marry their own women?
Although we see this unfortunate state of affairs taking place on the celebrity level at an
increased rate, the truth of the matter is that even middle-class Black men desire a wife
of European stock. The answer to this social predicament is rather obvious, has it roots
in historical oppression and is the natural outgrowth of self-hatred. Black men, having
suffered emasculation more than any other male population in United States history, is
constantly longing for approval from the greater white society, and in particular for a
validation of their manhood. For many Black men, the desire for social approval,
especially from whites, increases with the degree of their economic, occupational and
material success. Thusly, the desire to be “treated” and “perceived” as “equal” tends to
intensify as the Black man attempts to validate himself by “copying” the white man in
all other spheres of life but yet the stain of inferiority and inequality remains stamped
upon his unconscious. Thusly, to cope with this internal and unconscious pain of
inferiority the psychologically crippled Black man seeks the white woman’s hand in
marriage principally as a means of achieving validation and acceptance into white
culture.
Despite the reality that he will never be integrated, accommodated or acculturated into
the greater white societal structure, he is now able to cope because he now goes home
to a symbolic representation of the white world, the white female. When she tells him
that she loves him, when she stares with blue or green eyes into his soul, he has a mental
orgasm that implies, although erroneously, that he has finally achieved acceptance into
the White world. Obviously, the implications of low self-esteem and racial self-hatred
cannot be overstated in this discussion. Having been reviled, mistreated, marginalized
and outcast for most of his life; after receiving his education and career placement he
now feels that it is possible to rejoin the same society that has rejected him.

Without question, Black men married to white
women would argue to the contrary, as no human
being will readily admit to hating himself. However,
despite the “love” argument, which implies that the
accident of nature and spirit brought them together,
we find socioeconomic reasons for why White
women marry Black men. Simply put,
approximately 98% of the White women married to
Black men have gained within the arrangement a
financial quality of life benefit that these Black men
tend to ignore. White women primarily marry Black
men from whom they can gain something. Take a
quick look at the all-to-prevalent NBA and NFL
marriages and you will find dark-skinned, nappyheaded men married to blonde haired Ango-Saxon
model-type beauties. Would this have even been
possible had he not been a millionaire? How many
instances can we point to White women marrying
down in socioeconomic status? If love is blind, why
is it so difficult to find a rich White woman married
to a poor Black man? Interracial relationships
between Black men and non-African women is
about self-hatred, rejection of Black women and
financial exploitation by these non-African women
who use the Black man’s lust for white acceptance as
a means of getting rich.
If we look at Tiger Woods, we find a Black man who
self-identified as a “Cablanasian.” Part this and part
that, but when he entered court being sued by his
estranged European wife all the judge saw was
another rich Black man who seemingly forgot that
being married to a White women is a privilege which
can and will be taken away whenever you attempt to
take her for granted, like you do with your own
Black women. Only 1:4 Black women will get
married their lifetime. Given society’s commitment
to the mass incarceration, mis-education,
effiminization/homosexualization and extermination
of Black men this trend does not appear to be
heading for a reverse anytime soon.
With so few available Black men left in our
communities, Black women who want to marry,
have children and raise families are now finding
themselves in illegitimate polygamous arrangements

See SELF-HATE page24
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“This prosthesis (artificial limb) doesn’t fit right!”
“This prosthesis is too tight!”
“This prosthesis is too loose, my foot keeps turning!”
“This prosthesis hurts when I wear it!”
“This prosthesis doesn’t work for me!”
“I will just stay in my wheelchair!”
“This prosthesis doesn’t look like my real arm/leg!”
“My joints hurt when I walk!”
Have you, a family member, or a friend ever made any of the previous
statements? If the answer is yes, then allow me to talk about why you may have
heard or made those statements. Information discussed in this article will
encompass the following: 1. Ideal candidates for prosthetics 2. Proper fit of the
prosthesis 3. Lack of usage 4. Proper follow-up 5. Choice

Reginald Mays
President / CEO

First, let’s discuss the ideal candidate for prosthetic fitting. The most obvious
factor is the individual has to be missing a limb (had an amputation). Contrary
to what you may believe, every patient that is missing one or multiple limbs is
not a candidate. Potential patients should be evaluated by a Board Certified
Prosthetist for certainty. The prosthetist will evaluate the patient’s strength,
range of motion (ROM), motivation, family or facility support, and usage safety.
There are some patients who require an extensive amount of physical therapy
prior to starting the prosthetic fitting process. (Physical therapy is a health
profession that assesses and provides treatment to individuals to develop,
maintain and restore maximum movement and function throughout life.)
Adopting the team concept of healthcare, the ultimate goal is the best possible
outcome for the patient. There are some patients who are continuously on the
go. There are some patients who use their prosthesis to transfer from the bed to
a wheelchair. Other patients may feel they need an artificial limb for cosmetic
purposes.
Next, let’s discuss proper fit. An optimal fitting prosthesis is very important.
Patients’ residuum’s often change due to various reasons. A few common
reasons are diet or types of foods eaten, activity level, the body’s ability to
dissipate fluid, and weight loss/gain. Volume management is often not
understood by patients. For example, a patient that is a transtibial amputee (lost
leg below the knee) could wake up in the morning and don their prosthesis and
everything feels great. Half way through the day, the patient starts to feel some
discomfort in their residual limb. It feels like something is pushing into the
bottom of their leg. Most likely, the patient’s volume has decreased due to their
activity throughout the day.
The solution to the problem is to add a prosthetic sock to your residual limb
and re-don the prosthesis. This is a major problem with a simple solution. A
patient could also cause themselves discomfort by using a prosthesis that is too
small. Prostheses are custom designed for every individual patient. In the design
see Prosthetics page 10

United Prosthetics & Orthotics
“Where We Treat You Like Family”

9759 San Jose Blvd, Suite 2
Jacksonville, Florida 32257

(904) 638-9686
www.unitepando.com
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10 States With
Ridiculously Low
Unemployment —
And Why
By Vincent Fernando
Guest Columnist
Every U.S. state experienced job losses during the recent downturn,
but thanks to the right mix of industries, natural resources, and skilled
workers, some states have a far lower unemployment rate than the
9.5% national average. Want to crack the jobs problem? Let’s start by
studying these sources of American strength...

First, a broad look at America’s situation
Unemployment Rate: 9.5%
The economy: Agriculture (1.2% of GDP), Industry (21.9% of GDP),
Services (76.9% of GDP)
Education: 27.5% of the adult population has a Bachelor’s degree or
higher.

Now, the Top 10 States For Jobs
1. North Dakota: Powered by agriculture and commodities
Unemployment Rate: 3.6%
Lower Than America’s Unemployment Rate By: 5.9%
Major Industries Driving The State’s Economy: Agriculture,
petroleum, food processing, and tourism dominate the nation’s most
job-friendly state.
Education: 25.7% of the adult population has a Bachelor’s degree or
higher. (Lower than average)

2. South Dakota: Gets a big boost from government, but also has
services and agriculture
Unemployment Rate: 4.4%
Lower Than America’s Unemployment Rate By: 5.1%
Major Industries Driving The State’s Economy: The service sector
(especially retail, health, and finance firms) dominates South
Dakota’s economy, although government-related enterprises also

form a large chunk of the GDP. Ellsworth Air Force Base is the
second-largest single employer here. Agriculture also contributes
heavily to the economy, but its influence is waning.
Education: 25.0% of the adult population has a Bachelor’s degree or
higher. (Lower than average)

3. Nebraska: An agricultural and transport hub, with some
diversity as well
Unemployment Rate: 4.7%
Lower Than America’s Unemployment Rate By: 4.8%
Major Industries Driving The State’s Economy: Another state reliant
on its agricultural sector, Nebraska also specializes in freight
transport, telecommunications, manufacturing, information
technology, and transportation. And, not to mention, it has the
nation’s third-wealthiest person amidst its GDP rank.
Education: 27.5% of the adult population has a Bachelor’s degree or
higher. (Average)
4. New Hampshire: Powered by agriculture, tourism,
manufacturing, and a highly educated population
Unemployment Rate: 5.8%
Lower Than America’s Unemployment Rate By: 3.7%
Major Industries Driving The State’s Economy: Another agricultural
heavyweight (dairy products, cattle, and apples dominate on the list
of products), New Hampshire also produces machinery, electric
equipment, rubber, and plastic products. Due to its famous ski slopes,
the state is also a tourist hub come winter. New Hampshire also
doesn’t have a state income or sales tax and boasts one of the nation’s
highest median salaries.
Education: 32.5% of the adult population has a Bachelor’s degree or
higher. (Higher than average)

5. Vermont: Driven by agriculture and industries utilizing the
state’s highly educated population
Unemployment Rate: 6.0%
Lower Than America’s Unemployment Rate By: 3.5%
Major Industries Driving The State’s Economy: Farming (especially
dairy production and logging) is the bread and butter of Vermont’s
economy, although manufacturing, insurance, tourism, and quarrying
are also major players. Vermont’s housing is also quite affordable, as
the state ranks 17th in mortgage affordability nationwide.
Education: 33.6% of the adult population has a Bachelor’s degree or
higher. (Higher than average)
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6. Hawaii: A tourism magnet with a large population of affluent
Americans
Unemployment Rate: 6.3%
Lower Than America’s Unemployment Rate By: 3.2%
Major Industries Driving The State’s Economy: Tourism dominates
this tax-heavy state while food and apparel exports play more minor
roles (given the distance of the islands from all other land source).
Also, rich folks apparently love to camp out in Hawaii as much as
they might like Florida (the state had the highest percentage of
millionaires in the general population).
Education: 29.2% of the adult population has a Bachelor’s degree or
higher. (Higher than average)
7. Kansas: Powered by agriculture, energy, and aerospace
Unemployment Rate: 6.5%
Lower Than America’s Unemployment Rate By: 3.0%

Major Industries Driving The State’s Economy: Kansas isn’t the land
of Dorothy anymore, although it is still a major grain producer and
retains its agricultural roots. These days, the state is also a major oil
and natural gas producer and is also a hub of the aerospace industry.
% of adult population with a Bachelor’s degree or more: 28.8%
(Higher than average)

8. Wyoming: Riding commodities, tourism, and perhaps its tax
policies. Doing well despite low levels of education.
Unemployment Rate: 6.7%
Lower Than America’s Unemployment Rate By: 2.8%
Major Industries Driving The State’s Economy: Mineral extraction,
agriculture, and tourism drive Wyoming’s largely rural economy. The

tourism industry alone accounts for over $2 billion of the state’s
annual revenue. The state is also known for its unusual tax policies —
no individual or corporate income tax and only a 4% sales tax on
select items.
Education: 23.4% of the adult population has a Bachelor’s degree or
higher. (Lower than average)

9. Minnesota: A state with manufacturing, raw materials, and high
education
Unemployment Rate: 6.8%
Lower Than America’s Unemployment Rate By: 2.7%
Major Industries Driving The State’s Economy: Again, the theme
here is diversity. Minnesota’s economy is home to a variety of firms
in the finished products, services, and raw materials sectors and 33 of
the nation’s top 1000 publicly-traded firms have headquarters in the
state.
Education: 31.0% of the adult population has a Bachelor’s degree or
higher. (Higher than average)
10. Iowa: Outperforming with a diverse economy plus agriculture
Unemployment Rate: 6.8%
Lower Than America’s Unemployment Rate By: 2.7%
Major Industries Driving The State’s Economy: While commonly
perceived as an agricultural hub, Iowa actually boasts a surprisingly
diverse economy with jobs in the manufacturing, biotech, finance,
insurance, and government services — all of which contribute to a
strong hiring market. The S&P gave the state a Triple-A rating in
2009 (only one of nine to hold the position then).
Education: 24.3% of the adult population has a Bachelor’s degree or
higher. (Lower than average)
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PROSTHETICS continued from page 5

process, practitioners target specific anatomy. There are areas of the body that are pressure tolerant and areas that are not pressure
tolerant. When a patient dons a prosthesis that is too small, they are potentially causing pressure to be applied to areas that cannot
take pressure. This is caused because the limb is not able to descend to the area the prosthesis was designed for it to be.
Further, let’s view lack of usage. Generally, if a patient is not using the prosthesis they currently have; then there is a problem.
The patient may not be confident using the prosthesis. In this case, further physical therapy may be needed. The patient may have
suffered major discomfort while wearing the prosthesis. This could be related to a lack of understanding of volume management
as mentioned earlier. The patient may have fallen and is afraid to try again. This could have been caused by various reasons; gait
habit, poor suspension, weak musculature, improper prosthetic alignment, unseen obstacle, etc.
Equally important, let’s visit proper follow up. I have personally crossed paths with a large number of patients who did not
receive adequate follow up from their prosthetic providers. Follow-up is very, very, very important. A majority of problems
patients deal with would be solved if proper follow up was received. I have treated patients who have not stood or ambulated in
five years or more and the problem was a prosthesis that was too small or too big. Being in shock, I’d ask the patients why they
had not received a new prosthesis and their replies would be, “The Company didn’t ever call me.” Following up with your patients
is an effective way to not only maintain your patient base, but ensuring they do not have any concerns with the device that was
provided to them. The way I view this, if we as clinicians do not provide superb follow up causing a reduction in our patient’s
ability to live life with normalcy; we have failed the patient.
Finally, I would like to discuss choice. Most patients do not realize they have control of who provides their services. Usually
after an amputation the physician refers the patient to a company to provide prosthetic services for the patient. The patient believes
they will receive the best care available. This may not be true. Visit a couple of prosthetic companies for an evaluation. Most
companies will provide a free evaluation. You may feel that one company seemed to really care about you and what you have
recently experienced. You may feel that another company did not listen to your concerns or your questions. However, there are
some instances where you may be limited in your providers of care due to insurance contracts. Patients seen by providers that are
in-network usually have less out of pocket expenses than being seen by a provider that is out of network.
In closing, be attentive to your friends, family members, and even strangers. They could be dealing with one or more of the
problems mentioned in this article. Please share with them what you have learned.
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SELF-HATE continued from page 5
with unintended consequences. Black women have been the foundation of the Black community since our days in the
Peculiar Institution. It has been our mothers, sisters, aunts, cousins, and Queen Mothers of the community who risked,
and lost, their lives to protect Black men; how dare we dishonor them by going outside of our race for marital
satisfaction.
Lastly, we must be aware of the desire for the Black man to express his disdain for his racial genotype/phenotype by
bringing a bi-racial child into the world who will look more European than himself. Thusly, he no longer has to be
reminded of his dark-skin, broad lips, and nappy hair when he gazes upon his posterity. Quite the opposite, if he is lucky
– as nature has the final say, he will be pleased to be a White baby with only traces of African stock, and this makes him
happy. Love is not blind, and marriage arrangements are financial institutions that have little to do with emotions.
However, the Black woman has to be careful in how she raises her son and imparts to him standards of beauty. For all
long as the bulk of Black women spend the greater part of their disposable income on Korean-controlled beauty
products, trying to look “more white,” they should not be surprised to find that their sons have chosen to trade in the
false “want-to-be/trying-to-be” sister for the real thing. You must value your unique Africanity Queen, or you conversely
teach your sons that White women are better. “My Mama wasn’t good enough, so guess who I’m bringing to dinner?”
Umar Abdullah-Johnson will be giving a free community seminar/training on Thursday September 30, 2010 @ 6PM10PM at the National Black Theatre in Harlem, NYC. Entitled “Post-Traumatic Slavery Disorder, Part #4: The MisEducation of the 21st Century Negro,” this seminar will be FREE and open to the entire Pan-African community. It will
focus upon five key areas of political ignorance in the Black community: a) the Black-Male Female Relationship Crisis,
b) Genocide & Social Control in the US & Africa, c) the need for operational and practical Pan-Africanism, d) the Miseducation/Homosexualization of Black School Children and e) the Failures of contemporary Black Leadership. For
more info: umarabdullahjohnson@yahoo.com / (215) 989-9858.
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Jeopardizing
Broadband Access
and Adoption
By: Robert M. Spooney, Th.D
Executive Director/ CEO of the African American Chamber of
Commerce of Central Florida and the Associate Pastor of
Christian Education at Fellowship Baptist Church of Pine Hills
in Orlando, Florida
With America ’s economic recovery continuing to sputter, mostly
due to a stubbornly high unemployment rate, you would think that
any opportunity to spur job creation and reignite the economy
would be welcomed with open arms. Fortunately, this is not the
case because today we are ignoring an opportunity that exists in the
form of an exciting and innovative platform that holds enormous
promise and could help transform the U.S. economy. I am speaking
of broadband.
In today’s economy broadband is an economic equalizer. It
provides all users, regardless of race and income, with access to the
same empowering opportunities. Yet despite the enormous
empowering value of this technology, federal policymakers have
failed to provide any assurance that misdirected regulation of this
vital service will not occur. This will prove to be a detriment to
minority communities.
Regulation of business certainly has had great value in protecting
against consumer abuses and monopolization. However, poorly
directed and excessive regulation of new and disruptive
technologies like broadband is a mistake because it deters private
investment, stifles growth, and often results in job losses. Worst of
all, it can discourage new entrants, particularly minorities. For these
reasons the imposition of new regulations on a new technology like
broadband should be considered only when there is compelling
need for government intervention and the underserved, especially
minorities, aren’t harmed.
Nonetheless, the Federal Communications Commission is heading
down a path toward heavily regulating an industry that has thrived
with little regulation and that is now poised to provide wide-ranging
economic relief during a challenging economic time. More
troubling is the fact that the FCC is moving forward despite the
pleas of 74 Democratic members of Congress, including
Congresswoman Corrine Brown and Congressman Alcee Hastings,
national labor unions including CWA, the IBEW and the AFL-CIO,
civil rights organizations including the highly respected Minority
Media and Telecommunications Council, and the nation’s leading
organizations of Black and Hispanic elected officials, including the
National Black Caucus of State Legislators (NBCSL), National
Hispanic Caucus of State Legislators (NHCSL), the Hispanic
Elected Local Officials (HELO), and the National Organization of
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Black
Elected
Legislative Women
(NOBEL Women).
These groups have
cautioned
against
reclassifying
broadband
or
otherwise imposing
new regulations that
would
negatively
impact one of the
country’s few sectors
that has driven our
recovery from the
recession. The groups are particularly concerned given
the high rate of unemployment of minorities and women.
Additionally, these organizations have called upon
policymakers to make high-speed Internet access,
adoption and use our top national broadband policy
priority to ensure greater opportunities for minorities and
women in our digital future.
Ultimately, the FCC’s current course of action could turn
our country’s current digital divide into a digital void
facing minorities, the poor, the elderly and rural
Americans who have yet to fully embrace high-speed
Internet access.
While the leading civil rights organizations are focused
on promoting broadband adoption and informed use
among minorities, the FCC is pursuing a much different
course that does not resonate with the facts on the ground.
If we are serious about using broadband as a platform for
21st century prosperity, then we need to focus on the
proper set of issues to get us there. Ill conceived
regulation is not one of those issues. Instead, we should
keep our eyes on the real prize: universal broadband
access and adoption and job creation. Write to the
following address and express your views:

The Honorable Julius Genachowski
Federal Communications Commission
445 12th Street, SW, Washington, D.C. 20554
Dr. Robert M. Spooney is the Executive
Director/CEO of the African American Chamber of
Commerce of Central Florida and former Staff
Manager/Competitive Analyst - BellSouth Business
Systems (Now AT&T)
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SADDAM’S GREATEST EVIL

We were told that Saddam Hussein developed and has in his control
weapons of mass destruction and the whole world was in peril
because of it. We were told Iraq under the leadership of Saddam
Hussein was a sponsor of terrorism and was currently harboring
known terrorist. We were told that Saddam has caused all type of
nostrosities upon his own people including torturing, executions,
deprivation, and the toxic gassings of hundreds of thousands of
citizens that went against his policies.

communities. As Blacks, we have seen
our forefathers’ sacrificed even their
lives to give us freedom and respect as a people. Our forefathers built
communities, churches, colleges, and businesses for our advancement,
only for us to see it all destroyed today by Evil. A prime example of such
embodiments of Satan’s Evil Spirit is the Dope-Dealer on the street corner.
The Dope-Dealer picks a street where many people happily frequent in the
course of their everyday lives. They bring filth and evil to that spot. People
feel uncomfortable taking that path. Deprived of their freedom, they alter
their course, surrendering their way to those of the same evil intent as the
Dope-Dealer. Where there was once happiness, now exists a rotten cancer
of murder and violence that threaten to consume all the good built over
hundreds of years of sacrifice.

All of these things we were told by the media and other propaganda
organizations. We were told… we really don’t know. We do know
that just because it was told to us does not mean that it’s true. We
were not there and we are not privy to other news organization with
opposing views to our nation. But through it all, we were able to
see some things for ourselves, and one in particular I titled –
The Dope-Dealer destroys the lives and the families of all who consume
Saddam’s Greatest Evil.
his product, then when his existence is threaten, he run and hides and seeks
We saw at the onset of this current conflict, countries all over the to live a life of success and privilege. A thief comes but to steal, to kill and
world lobbying their resolutions. When it became apparent that war to destroy.
was inevitable, one final deal was placed on the table that would
We also see this Evil in our Churches. Once filled with people who were
avoid bloodshed and allow Saddam and his family and all the
concerned and productivity in the community, our Churches were beacon
money he could carry out of Baghdad (which would number in the
lights of strength and success. Now, Satan’s Evil Spirit has embodied many
100’s of billions) to leave and seek refuge in another country. This
who are set on destroying all the good that the Black Church has built.
deal was refused by Saddam and thus becomes his Greatest Evil.
These personalities deplenish the membership by preaching an unholy
Instead of leaving his so-called beloved country in tact and setting gospel and living reprehensible lives. They have deprived generation after
up empire elsewhere, Saddam chose to stay and allow his country generation of young people from having a positive Christ-like example to
to be bombed beyond recognition, destroying beautiful castles, follow, thus thrusting them in the power of Satan and his tactics which are
ancient artifacts, and world history. He positioned his army against systematically destroying their lives by the droves.
a superior fighting force resulting in thousands of lives being lost.
Many churches that once were filled to capacity are now only empty shells
Saddam’s decision to reek war upon his country not only resulted
of themselves with only a few members and no ministry. Pastors embodied
in his death and the death of many of his family members, but also
with Satan’s Evil Spirit would like nothing more than to see their church
caused thousands of innocent men, women and children to be
reduced to ashes before they themselves move on the greener pastures.
killed, and those that survived were displaced facing chaos and an
Jesus makes it plain for us to see this when he stated in Matthew 7:15-20,
uncertain future.
“Beware of false prophets, which come to you in sheep’s clothing, but
Understand, this in no heroic stand of Saddam. Saddam wasn’t
inwardly they are ravening wolves. Ye shall know them by their fruits. Do
facing a great evil and against all odds fighting honorably for a
men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of thistles? Even so every good tree
noble cause to a heroic end. He is no courageous captain willing to
bringeth forth good fruit; but a corrupt tree bringeth forth evil fruit. A good
go down with the ship. Saddam spit venomous words of attack and
tree cannot bring forth evil fruit; neither can a corrupt tree bring forth good
he himself hid from battle and sought escape when the inevitable
fruit. Every tree that bringeth not forth good fruit is hewn down, and cast
finally occurred.
into the fire. Wherefore by their fruits ye shall know them.”
Saddam’s actions can only be explained as an embodiment of
Historically, it has been hard for the Church to do the right thing. There is
Satan’s Evil Spirit. The Bible states in John 10:10 that “The thief
Evil among us. Jesus has provided ways and means for us to recognize and
cometh not, but for to steal, and to kill, and to destroy.” Saddam
deal with such Evil. Neglecting to do so results in much pain, suffering and
Hussein has stole from his people, killed them and allowed them to
lost for all who follow Bad Leadership. We are able to make a difference
be killed, and have now destroyed everything they built in their
by taking a stand. The Bible states that to know to do good and not do it is
lifetime and the lifetime of their ancestors. And Saddam Hussein
a sin. Let’s do what is right in choosing and following leadership, even if
like all instruments Satan uses for evil, is himself destroyed.
only for preserving our rich past and the future enhancement of our
This same type of Evil exists today and it is prevalent even in our children and for the generations to come.

